
 

I Love to See the Temple  
Call & Response 

Sing alternating lines and see how well the kids know the rest of 
the lyrics! This is a great review activity and challenge. 

 
Find the full lesson plan, extension ideas,  

and song suggestions in the blog post here: 

https://www.primarysinging.com/i-love-to-see-the-

temple-call-response/ 

 
Do not share this file directly.  

See our terms of use on the last page. If you’d like to share this 
printable, simply share the link to the post!
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I Love to See the Temple Call and Response 
 

 

 

 

I love to see the temple    

To feel the Holy Spirit   

For the temple is a house of God   
 

I’ll prepare myself while I am young    

I love to see the temple   

I’ll covenant with my Father 

 

For the temple is a holy place   

 
 

As a child of God I’ve learned this truth:    
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also extend to other co-teachers, assistants, or others who may help and assist you in teaching this lesson. You may purchase and print and utilize this 

printable as well as prepare this lesson as an activity for a substitute or for an assistant. You may also share the printed resources with the music 

leader who follows you for use during the remainder of the current year’s lesson plans.  

Our digital files may not be further passed on, shared, distributed, or given to any other individuals. In sharing printed resources, the license does not 

continue to extend to those individuals for use beyond the continuation of use for which it was initially purchased with a limited-use license.  
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should obtain their own copy with license. Copies of all our resources can be found at www.PrimarySinging.com. 
 

Copyright Protection 
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your own creation when sourced from another person’s copyrighted work. This file may not be sold, reproduced, or distributed. 
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Help & Feedback 

If you need any help or additional information on the acceptable use and policies of our digital files, you can  

reach out to us directly from the email address shared on our website www.PrimarySinging.com.  
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